
With Booster, we have saved over 
4,000 hours of employee time that has 
gone back into customer relations…  
It also means that each car a customer 
picks up has a full tank of gas.

Enterprise Rent-a-Car

How Mobile Fueling 
Works with Booster
Booster is reinventing the way vehicles are fueled while 
unlocking deep data insights that improve efficiency.  
By fueling your vehicles overnight, your team starts each  
day ready to service your customers.

Learn more about Booster’s mobile fueling service and 
find out how much hidden time, money and efficiencies 
we can unlock for your fleet!


fleet@trybooster.com | 1-888-938-3563

boosterusa.com

Booster Smart Tanker fills

up directly at the terminals with 
Unleaded and Premium Gasoline,

Diesel and Renewable Diesel.

This saves:

This eliminates:

Costly USTs at fleet yards 
causing underground leaks, 
water contamination and 
harm to the environment.

An average of $1600 
per vehicle per year on 
the costs associated 
with fueling.


High-quality, wholesale fuel purchased directly from the source


Perfect Boost: Three-stage prevention protocol with zero-drip policy based 
on fire/hazmat safety standards (reduces further vapor emissions)

Unproductive driver time 
spent at the gas station 
(avg. of 20 minutes spent 
per gas station trip)


The amount of CO2 
emissions being released 
into the atmosphere 
(avg. of 14% reduction  
in carbon emissions  
per vehicle a year)


Drivers begin every 
route with a full tank.
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Safety

Booster Fuel

Gives drivers time back

(31 hours per driver per year)



Maximizes labor and efficiency

(8% efficiency improvement)



Eliminates unnecessary CO2 emissions

(average of 2.87 lbs of CO2 per fill)

Additional Savings

This prevents:

Employee fuel card 
misuse and fraud


Gas and miles wasted

from multiple vehicles 
traveling to get fuel. 

(avg. 211 miles and 13 gal 
per year)


Booster Smart Tanker arrives 
and fuels your fleet overnight.
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